
How do we know what we know about history? That is a question that students (and some adults) ask at a history museum.  History, as a subject, 
is different from the sciences, like chemistry or biology, or social sciences, like psychology or anthropology.   Historians cannot directly observe 
their subject, and draw their conclusions from observation.  Instead, they have to look at the clues left behind by those who lived in the past, and 
try to piece them together as best as they can to figure out what happened. 

What are these clues?  They are called primary sources.  A primary source is anything that came from a time period that is different from the 
present.  Primary sources include artifacts, objects that people used or created, and manuscripts, all the written and printed material from the 
past.  Historians use these clues to create a picture of a previous time period or event.

This book is an example of a primary source.  The first thing a historian would do is open the book and 
examine it.  As the picture above shows, upon opening this book, it is clear that it is covered in fabric, and 
the owner wrote their name in the front before the title page.  Martha Jane Hauscount owned this book 
as of June 20th, 1842, and she lived in New Market, New Hampshire.

Another turn of the page shows that this is a copy of The North American Arithmetic Part Second, Uniting 
Oral and Written Exercises in Corresponding Chapters by Frederick Emerson.  Hogan & Thompson, in 
Philadelphia, and Russell Odiorne & Company, in Boston, published Emerson’s book in 1835.  Questions 
immediately arise upon examination of this book.  Who were Martha Jane Hauscount and Frederick 
Emerson?  Did Martha cover the book, or did someone after her?  What can this book tell us about life 
in the early 1800s? 

From here, historians have different options to find the answers to these questions. They can look at other 
primary sources to possibly find the identity of Martha Jane, such as census records, or records of New Market, New Hampshire.  For Fredrick 
Emerson, historians could examine the records of the Boylston School, in Boston, as it is listed as one of his credentials on the title page. In order 
to find out about the cloth, or more about Emerson, historians might need to look further than primary sources, and look at reference books written 
about 19th century textiles, for the fabric, or educators, for Emerson.   

Books written about the past but are not from the past are called secondary sources.  Secondary sources are a great 
resource when contextualizing a source, or understanding how a source is a product of its time and/or place, as 
they can provide more information quickly about different artifacts or topics that historians might not know about.  In 
this case, a look at a dating guide for 19th-century textiles shows that the fabric’s color and pattern were popular in 
the 1830s and 1840s, which means that Martha Jane most likely put the fabric cover on the book. Using secondary 
sources to research Frederick Emerson reveals that he was born in Hampsted, New Hampshire, in 1788, and that he 
became a math teacher at the Boylston School in Boston in 1820.  He wrote this book while serving on Boston’s school 

committee, the committee that set the educational policies for Boston’s 
schools, and that connection got the committee to endorse Emerson’s 
book in 1835.  Secondary sources also revealed that Emerson was a 
contemporary of noted Massachusetts educator Horace Mann, and they 
clashed over their differing ideas about education. 

All of this information is interesting, but there are still the questions of why 
and how.  Why does this matter?  How does this help our understanding 
of the early 19th century?  These are the questions that historians answer 
when they take the information that they learn from their research into 
primary and secondary sources, and create a product to communicate 
it to others.  Mostly, the information is used to write books or to create 
museum exhibits.  Information gathered from researching this book 
could be referenced in a book about 19th-century education, or an 
exhibit about 19th-century New England childhood. 

After looking at primary sources, historians can come to different 
conclusions, or interpretations, about history, and these are considered 
fact until new evidence is found that might change these interpretations 
slightly or completely.  History does not change, but what we know about 
it does, which is what historians find so fascinating. 

For example, at Mystic Seaport, we recently discovered that the date on one of our letters cannot be correct.  The Maud Maxson letter, pictured, is a great resource for learning about life 
aboard ship, childhood in the 1800s, and education, to name a few things.  It has the date, 1870, written on it, so it makes sense that this would be year Maud wrote it.  However, through 
some more research, it has been learned that Maud was born in 1870, so she could not have written it then.  This new information changes how we read the letter slightly, but it does not 
change the overall importance of the letter. 

At Mystic Seaport, we give students the chance to act like historians and curators, the people who put together museum exhibits, with Primary Source Workshops.  
These workshops give students the opportunity to handle primary sources from our Education Collection, and, using their critical thinking skills, figure out what 
an artifact is, and how it relates to a topic.  This helps students understand the process that historians go through to learn about the past. 
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To learn how Mystic Seaport’s educational programs meet the Common Core standards and the CT Social Studies Frameworks,  
please see https://www.mysticseaport.org/learn/k-12-programs/common-core/

For more information about

PRIMARY SOURCE WORKSHOPS https://www.mysticseaport.org/learn/k-12-programs/primary-source-workshops/ 
please see


